
Cobble HillCobble Hill
by Cecily Von Ziegesar
Navigating private spats and embarrassing secrets in their upscale
Brooklyn neighborhood, four families seek purpose and meaningful
relationships until a raucous party combusts in a maelstrom of ego
clashes, taboo desires and hidden cameras.

MemorialMemorial
by Bryan Washington
Japanese-American chef Mike, and Black daycare teacher Benson,
begin reevaluating their stale relationship after Mike departs for Japan
to visit his dying father and Benson is suddenly stuck with his visiting
mother-in-law, who becomes an unconventional roommate. By the
award-winning author of Lot.

The Haunting of Brynn WilderThe Haunting of Brynn Wilder
by Wendy Webb
Bonding with residents at a Lake Superior boarding house in the
aftermath of a devastating loss, Brynn is unnerved by a frail local’s
insights before becoming irresistibly drawn to a man with a dangerous
reputation. In this chilling autumn season of love and transformation,
something is calling for Brynn. To settle her past, she may have to
answer.

White IvyWhite Ivy
by Susie Yang
Years after she is sent away from Boston to China for shoplifting, a
conflicted Chinese-American woman reconnects with her golden-boy
childhood crush before a ghost from the past threatens her ambitions.
This book about the obsession of success is filled with surprising twists
and a nuanced exploration of class and race.
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Anxious PAnxious Peopleeople
by Fredrik Backman
Taken hostage by a failed bank robber while attending an open house,
eight anxiety-prone strangers -- including a redemption-seeking bank
director, two couples who would fix their marriages, and a plucky
octogenarian -- discover their unexpected shared traits.

Plain Bad HeroinesPlain Bad Heroines
by Emily M. Danforth
A horror story within a story within a story, this highly anticipated adult
debut from the award-winning author of The Miseducation of Cameron
Post follows the uncanny events after the release of a best-selling book
about an early 20th-century New England boarding school where
gender-diverse students died under suspicious circumstances.

The LThe Lying Life of Adultsying Life of Adults
by Elena Ferrante
The best-selling author of My Brilliant Friend presents the story
of Italian teen Giovanna, who searches for a sense of identity and clear
perspectives when she finds herself torn between the refinements and
excesses of a divided Naples.

Rest and Be ThankfulRest and Be Thankful
by Emma Glass
Laura is a burned-out pediatric nurse in a loveless relationship, who
begins experiencing recurring dreams about water before starting to
glimpse the figure of an unknown individual dancing just beyond the
corner of her vision. By the author of Peach.

The Last Story of Mina LThe Last Story of Mina Leeee
by Nancy Jooyoun Kim
After several unanswered phone calls, Margot Lee finds her mother
dead under suspicious circumstances. The discovery sends Margot
digging through the past, unraveling the facts of Mina's life as a Korean
War orphan and undocumented immigrant, only to realize how little she
truly knew about her mother.

His Only WifeHis Only Wife
by Peace A. Medie
In Ghana, a young seamstress named Afi relocates from her small
hometown to the gleaming capital city, when she is married in absentia
to a wealthy businessman. Afri was chosen by the man's family to
distract him from what they say is his "inappropriate" relationship with
another woman, and the arrangement would provide Afi's mother
financial security. But what about Afi?

The Book of TThe Book of Two Wwo Waaysys
by Jodi Picoult
Everything changes in a single moment for Dawn. She's on a plane when
the flight attendant makes an announcement: prepare for a crash
landing. She braces herself as thoughts flash through her mind. But the
thoughts are not of her husband, but a man she last saw fifteen years
ago. Dawn survives the crash, but so do all of the new doubts.

All That GlittersAll That Glitters
by Danielle Steel
When her life of privilege is upended by a terrorist attack that ends her
parents’ lives, a college senior struggles to rebuild on her own terms,
learning uplifting and heartbreaking life lessons throughout a series of
relationships and opportunities.

HoneHoneysuckle Seasonysuckle Season
by Mary Ellen Taylor
Adrift in the wake of a parent’s death, a divorce and multiple
miscarriages, a wedding photographer accepts a job documenting the
restoration of a historic estate while investigating long-buried family
secrets. By the best-selling author of Spring House.

PPerfectly Impossibleerfectly Impossible
by Elizabeth Topp
An artist by day and a private assistant to a mega-rich Upper East Side
matriarch by night, Anna struggles with her true calling as she is caught
between the staid world of great wealth and her unconventional life as a
painter.
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